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nonrenormalizable 



We consider projectable models with  N=1  in what follows 



Scaling transformations and scaling dimensions 

Horava gravity 

action 

Foliation preserving diffeomorphisms 

Potential 

term 

ADM metric decomposition 

space 

dimensionality 

Extra structures in non-projectable theory, reduction of structures 

for detailed balance case  





degree of  

divergence 

Log divergent  potential terms 

critical value 

Counting degree of divergences and dimensionalities 



Generalization of BPHZ renormalization theory (subtraction of 

subdivergences) works only for  Am> 0  and Bm> 0 (or Am < 0  

and Bm< 0) 

depends on gauge fixing 





Analogy: Coulomb gauge in  QED and YM theory 

 

What is the analogue of  relativistic gauges? 









(why it works is in the second part of the talk) 
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Renormalization of gauge theories in background-

field approach 

Task: to prove that counterterms are covariant local functionals of 

the original gauge field 

 

Gauge-breaking  and ghost terms – counterterms to them? 

 

Background covariant gauge conditions: success of the one-loop 

approximation – what is beyond? 

 

Preservation of the BRST structure and counterterms covariance 

by 1) UV renormalization and 2) gauge field reparametrization 

(DeWitt, Tuytin-Voronov, Batalin-Vilkovisky, Kallosh, Arefieva-

Faddeev-Slavnov, Abbot, Henneaux et al) 

 

40+ years old topic!  So what is new here? 



Background field extension of the BRST operator  

 

Inclusion of generating functional sources into the gauge fermion  

BRST structure of renormalization via decoupling of the 

background field 

 

Quantum corrected gauge fermion is a generating functional of the 

field reparameterization 

 

No power counting or use of field dimensionalities 

 

Extension to Lorentz symmetry violating theories 

 

Extension to (nonrenormalizable) effective field theories 



Generators of gauge transformations: 

Gauge theory: 

DeWitt summation rule: 

structure constants 

BRST formalism 



gauge-breaking 

term 
Faddeev-Popov 

operator 

measure 

Feynman-DeWitt-Faddeev-Popov functional integral 

BRST functional 

integral 



BRST action  

nilpotent BRST operator 

BRST transformations of  © 

gauge fermion 

gauge 

conditions 

gauge-fixing 

matrix 



Assumptions on the class of theories 

generators: linear 

closed algebra 

ireducible 



the same 



Introduction of sources 

sources for sources for 

backgrpound 

source 



More on background gauge transformations – linear representation of 
the gauge group 

B.g.t. of sources: 

fundamental representation 

adjoint representation 



L-th order renormalization: quantum  field 

Apply it to a gauge theory:  



L-th order generating functional: 

BRST structure of the renormalized action 

Renormalized  gauge  fermion 

reparameterized fields 

only original  

gauge field 

Main result 

tree level 

L-th loop order 



Local reparameterization of quantum fields to composite 

operators including external sources 

Gauge  fermion is a generating function of the field redefinition 

Applies  to  (non-renormalizable)  EFT --nonlinear 

dependence on sources      and  ³ 

For renormalizable theories: 

linear  in     and ³ 

independent  
of other sources 





Slavnov-Taylor and Ward identities 

Slavnov-Taylor  and Ward identities for  

reduced 

effective  
action 

all sources 

BRST   

b.g,t,   



trivial cohomology of  Batalin and 

Vilkovisky (1985)  

gauge invariant single  

field counterterm 

BRST exact  

term (not yet the 

original one!) 

ghost term 

Decoupling of background fields in ¡div 

Applies to nonrenormalizable 

EFT within gradient 

expansion 



Kozhul-Tate differential has a trivial cohomology under the  assumption 

of local completeness and irreducibility of gauge generators for    

Batalin, Vilkovisky (1985)                                                         

Henneaux (1991)                                                               

Vandoren, Van Proeyen (1994) 

Structure of ¤ 

local 

ST+W identities: 



field redefinition 

L-th order subtraction and  Q+  Q  transition via field redefinition  

gauge fermion 

renormalization 

gauge invariant 

counterterm 

gauge invariant 

counterterm 

Gauge  fermion is a generating function of the field 
redefinition 



The power and beauty of nilpotent BRST charge 



Example: 2D O(N) gauge model 

Abelian gauge invariance 

One-loop renormalization 

essentially nonlinear 





The power and beauty of  the nilpotent BRST operator 
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 the power and beauty of  the nilpotent BRST operator 



Asymptotic freedom in (2+1)-dimensions 

Essential coupling constants: 



background split 

gauge-fixing term 

¾, » – free parameters 

localization of the 

kinetic term by 

auxilairy field ¼ 

action 
of ghosts: 



Diagrammatic technique in terms of  

Propagators   

particular gauge 
parameters   



Renormalization flows: 

AF UV fixed point 

strongly coupled f. point 



                 DEAR, MISAO! 

 
MANY PRODUCTIVE YEARS, GIFTED STUDENTS  

           AND HAPPINESS TO YOUR FAMILY!  

 
And let your best seminal work be still ahead! 


